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By Larry Wise

How to Help Customers Aim Right

S

uccessful archery requires aiming skill. It doesn’t
matter if you’re shooting the Vegas Tournament, 3D World Championships or hunting deer in a nearby woodlot. You must have the complete package of
form, vision and concentration all blended together to
enable you to reach your archery scoring potential or
make that first-shot with killing accuracy.
As a shop owner you hear most of your customers
say, “I wish I could aim better!” so here’s part of the
answer you can give those who are willing to listen, and
“HEAR”. This article presents the necessary prerequisite
ingredients it takes to aim better including some mental
focus skills.
Please note that at no time do I discuss aiming “perfect” because trying to aim perfect builds unwanted
muscle tension and that inhibits one’s ability to hit the
target center. In fact, good form enables you to be
relaxed so the sight “floats gently” and that’s the secret to
aiming better, scoring higher and hitting the vital on the
first shot.
On the subject of aiming better your first job as a
shop owner is to teach those motivated customers how
to improve their body position. This ingredient once
practiced and developed will lead them to have a more
stable and relaxed body position and that, my friends, is
the first requirement for better aiming.

position without losing visual contact with the spot. If
your bow’s draw weight is too heavy to allow this then
lower the draw weight. If you lose visual contact on the
target for any reason you’ll need to make changes to
draw length, peep size, peep location, sight reticule and
maybe your prescription glasses.
Once you reach your full draw position you must
slide your sight device into your primary view of the target spot. Don’t look to the sight and then try to reacquire
the spot, as this tends to realign your body away from
your aiming line. Just slide the sight into your established eyesight aiming line. Looking away from the deer’s
rib cage, for instance, to draw your bow is a big NO-NO!
Don’t do it because in that split-second you’ll lose sight
of the deer and maybe lose the shot opportunity as well.
When you’re aiming and sighting you have both your
body and your bow unit synchronized. You are visually
and physically focused on the small spot you desire to
hit.
Finish the shot by doing what you do to execute the
release of the bowstring. Hopefully, you use back tension
and during this execution you never lose visual connection to your target. Aiming continues during and after

AIMING AND SIGHTING
There’s a difference between aiming and sighting.
Aiming begins first. Sighting joins the aiming process
after you get to full draw. Here’s a pair of definitions for
you.
Aiming is the act of acquiring and maintaining eye
contact with the intended target spot.
Sighting occurs when you involve a reference
device(s) like a sight pin, arrow point, scope and/or a
peep sight within your aiming.
To do it right you should always begin aiming before
sighting and continue doing it well after the arrow has
been released. I train myself and teach my students to
visually acquire the center of the target in Step 5 of their
form, that’s before they raise their bow. Visual acquisition is then followed by constant visual contact throughout the remainder of your form steps until the arrow
impacts the target.
Sighting begins later when the archer reaches full
draw position when the bow sight slides into view in
front of the archer’s eye. The sight apparatus is placed in
line with the archer’s line of sight while his vision focus
remains on the target.
You should be able to draw and establish full draw
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BOW ARM: Let the bones of your bow arm resist the force of the
bow by putting them in line. This allows most of your arm muscle
to relax. In-line leg bones support your body all day so arm bones
should have no trouble resisting the force of the drawn bow.
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the release moment and long after the sight has fallen
out of view. It ends when the arrow falls into your view of
the target center and your follow through has been completed. Looking away earlier will move your head and
other body parts that in turn affect the shot.

AIMING BETTER:
Five conditions affect your ability to aim:
1. Bow fit
2. Sight picture
3. Body position
4. Physical conditioning and
5. The state of your conscious mind.
Optimizing these conditions will enable you to aim
better and thereby improve your scores and establish
that first-shot accuracy you need for hunting.
BOW FIT: Draw length, draw weight and grip compatibility affect how the bow fits you. You must be sure to
make the proper adjustments to all of them in order to
optimize your biomechanical position and, therefore,
aiming.
BOW ARM: A major part of this position is the bow
arm. To maximize use of your bone structure you must
line up the bones of the upper and lower bow arm so
they can resist the force of the drawn bow. This bone

FULL-DRAW-POSITION: At full draw your drawing forearm
should be in line behind the arrow shaft. In this position your
back muscles are able to receive the transfer of holding weight
from the drawing arm. With the arm relaxed your aiming gets
steadier and your release consistency increases.

alignment technique works quite well for your leg bones
as they support your upper body weight all day as you
walk and stand. It takes far less muscle to align the bones
than it does to hold your legs in a bent-knee position or
your bow arm in a bent-elbow form. Set the draw length
of your bow to allow proper arm bone alignment.
RELEASE/DRAWING ARM: Another major component is the drawing arm position. Proper draw length will
place an archer’s drawing forearm in line with the arrow
shaft. If the forearm is not drawn far enough to allow the
elbow to rotate into this position then increase the draw
length of the bow. If your drawing arm/elbow is rotated
beyond the arrow line, shorten the draw length of the
bow. Adjust the bow so you can put your arm/elbow in
this “Best” position to transfer the bow-holding force
into the muscles of your back and thereby relax your
forearm and release hand/wrist. Draw-length can be
adjusted by using string anchor pins, cable anchor pins,
D-loop length, adding or deleting twists from your bowstring or cables. You may also have a rotating module
that allows for small adjustments. Switching 1-inch
modules is not a bad idea either, as it will tell you rather
quickly if you’re on the correct module before you make
fine adjustments.
If you have to make a shorter or longer string to
change draw length then do it. Spending time here is a
must if you expect to take full advantage of your skeleton
and use it to produce good form. Once again I repeat
that, without proper body position you can’t transfer the
“holding force” into your back muscles.
Adjust draw weight by drawing your bow while seated. Start high or low and make small adjustments until
you find your upper and lower limits. Don’t let the bow
dictate to you what you have to do with your form. If you
can’t shoot 70 pounds (and I can’t) then don’t force it on
yourself. Select a weaker arrow spine/size and get comfortable with a lower weight; 40 pounds of peak weight is
enough to kill a large whitetail buck. (Drawing a bow

MODULES: Draw length adjustment modules make it easy to
change the draw length in 1 inch or ½ inch increments. Rotating
modules are even easier to use when properly fitting a bow to a
customer.
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BOW HAND: Proper position for the bow hand orients the knuckles at a 45 degree angle with the bow handle. In this position the
forearm is out of harms way and the force of the bow is directly in
front of the radius bone in your forearm.

seated takes more effort than drawing the same bow
standing, so this is a better way to check for proper draw
weight.)
When you get draw length set to match proper arm
position and draw-weight manageable you’ll find that
your aiming ability improves. If you are using your skeleton to do most of the work then you are using less muscle. Less muscle work makes you more comfortable,
more comfort means better relaxation and that translates to better aiming.
BOW HAND PLACEMENT: How your hand fits the

grip area of the handle is of great importance. Present
your bow hand toward the target like a “stop sign.” This
arranges your knuckles at a 45 degree angle to the bow.
Now, relax your fingers and thumb so they don’t grip the
handle, just place your thumb pad on it. A relaxed hand
is the easiest to repeat and delivers the least torque to
the handle. In other words, your relaxed hand also
allows the bow to repeat its action. Note here, that when
properly placed, your thumb will point to the target.
If the bow grip section does not fit the hand properly then change it. Reshape it, make a new one or buy an
after-market grip that fits you so you can place your
relaxed hand (thumb pad only) onto the grip with comfort. Comfort promotes the relaxed hand position during
the shot that is vital to your success. I prefer a narrow flat
grip section so I can establish pressure between the bow
grip and my thumb pad and thumb pad only!
SIGHT PICTURE: When you both aim and sight, eye
performance reaches its maximum level. This performance level involves placing a front sight and a peep
sight in line between your eye and the target. With these
three at different distances only one can be in focus.
“Which one?” is the question you have to deal with and
how you answer it can make aiming more or less difficult. Focus on the target!
My first principle of aiming is:

Your best chance of hitting a target
occurs when you are looking at it.
My solution has always been to use the “circle” aiming reticule for target shooting. My eye tends to center
the aiming ring with the scoring rings on the target
allowing my eye to focus on the target spot. I can see
through the circle reticule to the target and maintain that
focus through the release of the arrow and beyond.
I use three pins on my hunting sight because I can
place them all on the body as a range finder. If all three
don’t fit on the body, top to bottom, then the deer is too
far away and I know not to shoot. I use the Axcel
Armourtech sight because it has a round housing that I
RETICLES: Test several types of sight
reticles to find
which shape and
color gives you a
relaxed view and
the best focus of the
target center.
Squinting leads to
face tightness and,
in turn, that leads
to neck and shoulder tightness. Get
relaxed and stay
relaxed when aiming and sighting.
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SHOULDERS & HEAD: Standing erect with your head over your
spine will help you get the most from your aiming. With your
skeleton properly positioned – shoulders and chin level - all of
your limbs will have their maximum leverage, strength and stability.

see completely in my large-hole peep sight; seeing a circle in a circle gives me accuracy.
At any rate, you need to find the reticule that puts
your eye at ease while you’re aiming. Eye tension can
lead to squinting, contorting your face muscles and
eventually to tightening neck and shoulder muscles.
Reduce eye tension by using the reticule that allows you

to relax your eyes and enables you to focus easily on the
target spot.
Some factors to consider are: size and color of your
aiming reticle, whether it’s a circle or a dot, the magnification power of your lens, the housing diameter of your
scope/pin sight, the distance between the sight and your
eye, size of the hole in your peep sight, and the hat you
wear to shade your eyes. You must experiment with all of
these to find what works best for you in all light conditions.
Cooler colors like blue or green work better for those,
like me, who are far-sighted. After learning this I
switched my scope-aiming ring to green or yellow with
good success. Find the color that your customer sees
best late in the evening after sunset (I like the green fiber
optic the best). That’s the color they should use for hunting.
BODY POSITION: Establishing the proper body
position can improve your ability to relax which in turn
can improve your steadiness. Proper full draw position
demands that the archer has erect posture. That means
that his or her shoulders are level, bow arm is extended,
elbow is straight and bow hand is relaxed. The archer’s
head must be erect and directly over his spine with the
chin level so that back muscles can be better used for
back tension and not used to hold up your head.
They must have a straight drawing wrist and relaxed
forearm and upper arm. They must carry the draw load
of the bow with their back muscles not their arm mus-
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cles. As mentioned before, the best full-draw position for
this is to place their forearm in line behind the arrow
shaft.
The Core Archery form model that I teach has all of
these attributes. With them you can get optimum performance from your body because you are using your skeleton to its best advantage. If you are doing it right you will
carry most of the load with your skeleton while most of
your muscle relaxes.
PHYSICAL CONDITIONING: If your heart is pounding at 150 beats-per-minute it’s difficult to aim. If you’re
breathing so fast you can barely draw your bow then it’s
also difficult to aim. So what do you do? My answer is
“get in shape” for archery by doing a few simple but
effective exercises.
WALKING: One of the best activities is walking.
Making the time, 30 minutes, to walk two miles every
other day is the difficult part. In fact, if you can walk five
days a week you’d be better fit for life in general and your
archery would also improve. Getting your pulse and respiration under control will give you great confidence at
the beginning or end of any competitive round or when
that big buck shows up near your treestand.
If you are able, elevate your walking to some mixed
treadmill walking and running. Or you could work out
on a stationary bike. This training, 30 minutes three or
four times a week, will improve your heart and respiration rates while not pounding your legs and back like
running on a road surface does. Obviously, you can do
the bike and treadmill regardless of the weather outside.
PULLING ARROWS: You can make some simple
changes to your shooting routine to improve your nondominant side strength. Pulling arrows with your bow arm
is the first that comes to mind. In two or three weeks you
can significantly increase the strength in your bow arm,
shoulder and oblique abs by pulling arrows with that side.
Just remember to contract all of those muscles when
pulling and not just your arm muscles; using more of your
body makes it easier and conditions more muscles.
DRAWING YOUR BOW: Another simple exercise that
yields great results is drawing with your non-dominant
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STRETCH BANDS: Use a collection of low cost stretch bands to
increase your strength. Start with the lighter weight bands and
work up to stronger ones during each workout. You can easily
invent a hundred different exercises with just a few bands. I do
some of my workout by hooking bands on the drawer handles of
my file cabinet.

side or bow arm. Start with a stretch band and draw it a
few times before and after each practice session.
Gradually you’ll be able to increase that to 20 draw
strokes before and after practice.
WALKING STICK EXERCISES: While you’re walking
you can do some upper body exercises with your walking
stick. Cut a stick about 80 percent of your body height
and 1.5 to 2.0 inches in diameter. It can be thicker at one
end if you like or you can use a long shovel handle or a
broomstick. While walking I focus on strengthening my
bow arm side while stretching and extending my drawing side. You can practice your golf swing as well.
STRETCH BAND EXERCISES: I use stretch bands
every day for conditioning my arms and shoulders. It
doesn’t take much imagination to develop 20 exercises
with lightweight red and medium weight blue bands.
If you have a file cabinet you can hook your bands
through the handles and begin your workout. I do
pulling-type exercises using the three different handle
levels on my file drawers. I face the cabinet for some and
then face away for others. You can stand on the band and
do upward presses and arm extensions for others. If you
have a ceiling hook you can do pull-downs. This is a great
way to loosen those old muscles before you start shooting every day.
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PRACTICE: We practice with a target to build stamina but there’s more to be done. In practice you must also
consciously micro-manage a single form element, like
bow hand position, so that the subconscious can eventually take over that task and run it correctly. In fact, the
best way to do this is to stand 3 yards from a blank target
butt. Close your eyes thereby removing any visual distractions from your conscious mind. Then, through the
course of shooting 30 arrows for each of 20 days (average
human learning time) your subconscious will take control over the physical action making it a learned habit.
When this occurs with one of your form elements then
move to another that needs improving. Through time
you will build each and every form element you need
and make yourself a better archer.
YOUR CONSCIOUS MIND: Aiming better requires
better focus of your conscious mind on the proper objective for your shot. When I ask my archery students what
their shot objective is most of them, about 70 percent,
tell me that they want to “hit the X” in the target. I beg to
differ.
Focusing on the arrow “hitting the X” means that you
are focusing on a future event/result. The problem is that
we must shoot the arrow “in the present”. To achieve
high level athletic performance we must, therefore, use

will bring about a conflict of interest and result in failure
to execute the shot properly. Remember the following
Chinese proverb: “Man who chases two rabbits catches
neither.” Chase one rabbit only – back tension.
If you maintain this one goal of executing this shot
with back tension then you are more likely to attain that
goal. During this time your aiming will get steadier and
more consistent – your aiming will float gently on the
target center section. It may not ever get still but it will
get better. It most always is not perfect so we must get
comfortable with establishing a “good” aim and rely on
our body position and our form to get the job done
because form is more important than aiming. Good
form produces repeat performances.

PRESENT PROCESS THINKING

EDITOR’S NOTE: Larry Wise is also available to conduct one and two day CoreArchery Academies on shooting
form. Personalized coaching is now available on-line via
Skype, and video clips of Larry offering bowhunting tips
can be seen on the bowhunting.net website.
Larry has completed his new DVD titled Core Archery
BackTension: Defined and Demonstrated. The DVD is available at www.larrywise.com for $19.95.
Check out past articles by Larry Wise at the twin web
sites of ArrowTrade. High speed internet users can find
more than two years of complete back issues at arrowtrademag.com. If you’re using a dial-up connection with
slower speeds, you can download Larry’s coaching and
tuning articles as pdf files at the alternate web site, arrowtrademagazine.com.

We have to be consciously engaged with a shooting
process during the time that the shot is being made. If
our conscious thought is in the past or the future then
how will the shot process be repeated or even performed
once correctly? Well, it can’t be consistently performed
without focus on it and commitment to it.
The process thought that gets the best results for the
longest period of time is “EXECUTING THIS SHOT WITH
BACK TENSION”.
Using back tension to cause the release of the arrow
is important because of the thoughts you don’t have
while aiming. Many archers are caught in the circumstance of consciously thinking about touching the trigger at the time of release and, therefore, lose conscious
contact with their objective process of back tension –
their conscious is distracted to the trigger. Proficiency
with back tension keeps your conscious mind in the present and
engaged in the process that produces
good shots while your subconscious
controls the contraction of your back
muscles. If your mind is focused on
what it takes to make the shot then it
won’t/can’t be focused on other
things like the “trigger”.
It requires some time, several
seconds, to complete the shot using
back tension and during this time the
conscious mind must maintain focus
on back tension. Any interference

Conclusion
To aim consistently steady you need the whole package: body, mind and bow. If any one of these is missing
then aiming falters. As a dealer you have to stress this
“package” deal to your customers who want to aim better. Yep, a good bow can help but that alone will not complete the deal so encourage all of your archers to also
improve their form, sight picture, physical condition and
mental focus.
Keep well. Good luck aiming.
Larry Wise
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